Organic optoelectronic devices are favorable for applications that require low-cost manufacturing processes or compatibility with flexible plastic substrates. For example, efficient organic photodetectors may find application in integrated organic optoelectronic circuits. Peumans et al. reported multilayer organic photodetectors with external quantum efficiencies of 75% across visible spectrum using an ultrathin (~10Å) donoracceptor (DA) junction [1] . In multilayer photodetectors, photogenerated excitons efficiently dissociate via rapid charge transfer at a close DA interface. Photogenerated carriers escape via tunneling or percolating pathways before recombination, achieving high efficiency.
We aim to enhance the efficiency of an organic multilayer photodetector by exploiting exciton fission. In pentacene, the energy of a singlet exciton (an excited state with a total spin of 0) is higher than two triplets (with a total spin of 1). Thus the spin-allowed transition of a singlet into two triplets, called singlet fission, is energetically possible and occurs rapidly (<1ps), as Figure 1A shows [2] . If charge transfer takes place after singlet fission, one photon can lead to two carriers, doubling the efficiency.
To implement this idea, we built a multilayer photodetector composed of pentacene and C 60 for donor and acceptor, respectively. Each layer thickness is 2nm, thin enough to allow efficient exciton separation and charge extraction. Figure 2 shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE) at a voltage bias of -2V. We fitted the EQE spectrum using optical interference modeling, obtaining the charge collection efficiencies of 1.15 and 0.85 for pentacene and C 60 , respectively. This suggests that the EQE enhancement from singlet fission is ~35%, normalized for the charge collection efficiency. Furthermore, photocurrent due to selective illumination of pentacene decreases by up to ~3% under a magnetic field, which suppresses singlet fission. The magnetic field dependence confirms that the efficiency enhancement is due to singlet fission in pentacene/C 60 multilayer photodetectors, widening the feasibility of exciton fission to improve various organic photodiodes such as organic light-emitting diodes, small-molecule photovoltaic cells, and dye-sensitized solar cells. 
FIGURE 2:
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum at a voltage of -2V and the absorbance of pentacene, C 60 layers, and both. The EQE was modeled assuming the charge collection efficiencies are 1.15 and 0.85 for pentacene and C 60 , respectively. The inset shows the EQE at 400nm and 670nm as a function of voltage. Photovoltaic solar concentrators aim to increase the electrical power obtained from solar cells. Conventional solar concentrators track the sun to generate high optical intensities, often by using large mobile mirrors that are expensive to deploy and maintain. Solar cells at the focal point of the mirrors must be cooled and the entire assembly wastes space around the perimeter to avoid shadowing neighboring concentrators.
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High optical concentrations without excess heating in a stationary system can be achieved with a luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) [1] . The LSC consist of a dye dispersed in a transparent waveguide. Incident light is absorbed by the dye and then reemitted into a waveguide mode. The energy difference between absorption and emission prevents reabsorption of light by the dye, isolating the concentrated photon population in the waveguide. Unfortunately, the performance of LSCs has been limited by two factors: self-absorption losses and a scarcity of dyes that absorb and emit efficiently in the infrared region. We have previously made significant progress on the problem of self-absorption losses [2] . Now we address operation in the infrared region.
Neodymium (Nd

3+
) is nearly the optimal infrared LSC material: inexpensive, abundant, efficient, and spectrally well matched to high-performance silicon solar cells. It is a natural four-level system, reasonably transparent to its own radiation, and therefore capable of generating high optical concentrations. Neodymium is stable and well-understood because of its extensive application to high-power lasers. Neodymium's one disadvantage is its relatively poor overlap with the visible spectrum, meaning that it will require sensitization in the visible spectrum, as Figure 2 shows. The numerous possibilities for sensitizing Neodymium include inorganic nanocrystals for a fully inorganic LSC or organic dye molecules as used in conventional LSC technology. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the system. Neodymium should enable single LSC matched to silicon with efficiencies exceeding 10%. (green and blue, respectively); the AM1.5 solar radiation spectrum (red); and the external quantum efficiency of a Sunpower photovoltaic cell (black) [3] . [1] W We developed a superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD) system in a close-cycled cryocooler with an overall detection efficiency above 20% and a dark count rate ~ 1000 counts/sec, as shown in Figure 1 . The efficiency measurement was done for the wavelength of 1315 nm. This demonstration will enable many applications of SNSPDs such as quantum key distribution, deep-space optical communication, and defect-detection for integrated circuits.
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In the past, we successfully developed a robust process to fabricate SNSPDs and demonstrated device detection efficiency above 50% at near-infrared wavelengths [1] . However, one of the technical challenges is how to efficiently couple light into SNSPDs because of the small active area of the SNSPD and its low temperature operation. To achieve efficient coupling, we fabricated a device with a relatively large area and, at the same time, a decent device detection efficiency; we also designed a chip package in a cryocooler. The detector was a circular one with a diameter of 9 mm (Figure 2 a) and b)) and its device efficiency was ~ 31%. In the chip package ( Figure  2 c)), a fiber-focuser was used to shrink the spot-size of the light from a single-mode fiber down to 5 mm, and the nanopositioners were used to accurately adjust the position of the light spot in-situ three-dimensionally. The detector was directly connected with an SMA connector through wire bonding. The temperature of the chip was cooled down to 2.7 K in the cryocooler.
Using this plug-in SNSPD system (Figure 2 d) ), we were able to measure flux and coincidence of entangled photons at infrared telecom wavelengths. Compared with other detection technologies (e.g., semiconductor avalanche photodiode counters), our detector system made these measurements an order of magnitude faster. . c) The chip package. Note that it is backillumination, and the chip, aligned with the fiber-focuser, sits on the other side of the chip plate. d) The SNSPD system in a close-cycled cryocooler. The goal of this work is to enable the inexpensive manufacturing of Scophony-architecture video displays [3] (both 2D and holographic video [4] [5] [6] [7] ) without the need for the horizontal scanning mirrors that typically limit the scalability of this technology. Excitons in a solid can be coupled to the electromagnetic field by placing the material inside a resonantly tuned microcavity. If the decay rates of the excitons and the cavity mode are slower than the rate of energy exchange, the system takes on new eigenstates that are light-matter superpositions known as exciton-polaritons, and the limit of strong coupling is achieved. Recent work has demonstrated the use of organic thin films [1] , [2] as the excitonic layer in polaritonic structures and the characteristic linear properties of these devices showed strong coupling. We present the first in-depth study of high-intensity optical excitation of such organic exciton-polariton devices.
The excitonic component of our devices was made of the 5.1 ± 0.1 nm film of J-aggregated cyanine dye TDBC assembled using layer-by-layer growth [3] , giving an extremely high absorption coefficient of 10 6 cm -1
. The cavity was formed by sputter-depositing a 4.5 pair distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) on a quartz substrate, followed by a λ/4n SiO 2 spacer layer, where n is the index of refraction and λ = 595 nm, the peak of the J-aggregate emission (Figure 1a) . The J-aggregate film was then deposited, followed by a 100±1 nm spin coated layer of polyvinyl alcohol, which enhances the photoluminscence quantum yield of the J-aggregate film and acts as a spacer layer. A transparent thermally evaporated organic layer forms the remainder of the spacer, and the structure is capped with silver mirror, giving a cavity Q of ~60. The reflectivity as well as the photoluminscence (PL) of these devices shows two distinct resonances, which is characteristic of strong coupling (Figure 1 ).
To test for evidence of polariton lasing, the devices were pumped at λ = 535 nm at 60° relative to normal and the PL was collected at normal incidence. To fully characterize the behavior of the devices in a wide range of power regimes, three pump sources were utilized: a CW laser at 532 nm, a 10-ns pulsed laser at 535 nm, and a 150-fs pulsed laser at 535 nm. With CW excitation, all of the devices showed linear PL intensity as a function of input power. With 10-ns excitation, the PL began to show a sublinear power law dependence (p = 0.535), with the effect becoming more pronounced with 150-fs excitation (p = 0.348) (Figure 2a and b). Devices with a range of tunings as well as cavities with higher Q (~115) were tested and all showed the same qualitative sublinear behavior. A similar sublinear behavior was observed in J-aggregate thin films that were not situated in a cavity. We propose the process of excitonexciton annhilation as a possible mechanism to explain the reduction of quantum yield with increasing intensity. Previous studies have shown the existence of exciton-exciton annihilation in cyanine dye J-aggregates [5] , and it is a phenomenon observed in other excitonic materials that are candidates for organic polariton lasing. Annihilation would be a process directly in competition with polariton-polariton scattering-inherently an exciton-exciton interactionwhich is a possible mechanism for populating the k = 0 state of the polariton dispersion and achieving roomtemperature organic polariton lasing. Colloidal quantum dot (QD) systems offer distinct optical and electronic properties that are not easily attained by other nanostructured semiconductors, such as highly saturated emission in QD light-emitting-diodes, access to infrared radiation in QD photodetectors, and the prospect of optically optimized solar cell structures [1] . The prevailing deposition method for colloidal QD systems is spin-casting, which introduces limitations such as solvent incompatibility with underlying films and the inability to pattern side-by-side pixels for multispectral photodetector arrays. In the present work we employ a non-destructive microcontact printing method [2] , which allows for deposition of a thin quantum dot film onto a wide-band-gap organic hole transport layer, N,N'-Bis (3-methylphenyl)-N,N'-bis-(phenyl)-9,9-spiro-bifluorene (spiro-TPD), thus producing an inorganic/organic heterojunction that serves to enhance charge separation in the device. The top and bottom contacts are provided by ITO electrodes, allowing for near-transparency ( Figure 1 ).
Restrictions imposed by transport losses in the QD film are found to limit charge generation. Measurements of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and internal quantum efficiency (IQE) as a function of QD film thickness, plotted in Figure 2 , reveal a marked dependence on thickness. The IQE is determined by dividing the EQE by the absorption of the QD film, all of which are measured at the first absorption peak of the QD film (λ = 590 nm). Following excitation and exciton diffusion to an interface, dissociation of the exciton produces free carriers that must diffuse to opposite electrodes in order to produce a photocurrent. A model that accounts for both exciton and charge diffusion reproduces the general thickness trend, assuming an exciton diffusion length L Ex = 43 nm, an electron diffusion length L El = 61 nm, and near-zero contribution from the first two QD monolayers. Further development will require reducing exciton and charge transport losses in order to permit efficient charge-generation from thicker QD films with improved absorption. We demonstrate fabrication of organic laterallypatterned microcavity devices with lateral sizes on the micron scale using PDMS lift-off patterning. Recently, low-threshold lasing was demonstrated from pillars formed by thermally evaporating thin films of Alq 3 (aluminum tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)) doped with the laser dye DCM (4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran) through thin nickel shadow masks with square, 5-x 5-mm 2 openings [1] . Additionally, recent research efforts in microcavity exciton-polariton devices based on inorganic active materials such as GaAs or CdTe quantum wells have focused on the lateral patterning of microcavity excitonpolariton systems [2] . Such 0D cavities allow for symmetry-breaking of the in-plane wave vector, opening new pathways for parametric generation of photon pairs [3] . For the same reason, laterally-patterned organic microcavity exciton-polariton devices are also of interest. The PDMS lift-off patterning, as opposed to shadow masking, allows standard lithography techniques to be used to define pattern features in silicon PDMS molds [4] , [5] . Additionally, smaller features than are achievable through shadow masking are theoretically feasible even with PDMS due to the generally low aspect ratio in PDMS needed for embossing small features on the patterned organic film.
We use PDMS lift-off patterning of a thin film of thermally-evaporated TPD (N'-bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N'-diphenyl-1,1'-biphenyl-4,4'-diamine) doped with DCM to form embossed pillars in the TPD film of 20-25 nm in thickness. Figure 1a shows the device structure, Figure 1b shows PDMS lift-off patterning technique, and Figure 1c shows the molecular diagrams of the device constituents. When the sample is optically excited with a λ=408 nm light source, emission from both the unpatterned (λ~630 nm) and patterned areas (λ~655 nm) is observed, as seen in Figure 2 . The background emission dominates since its cavity resonance is closer to the resonance of DCM, as shown; use of different organic materials with larger lift-off amounts can increase this wavelength shift. We demonstrate a heterojunction photodetector consisting of a metal-oxide charge transport layer and a colloidal quantum-dot (QD) charge-generation layer. To make the device, a metal-oxide semiconductor, SnO 2 , is sputter-deposited over an array of interdigitated gold electrodes. A thin film of PbS QDs is then spin-coated over the structure (see Figure 1a) . The optical and electrical characteristics of the device can be optimized independently through the modification of these two layers.
The metal-oxide and QD layers form a type-II hetero-interface ( Figure 1b ) suitable for dissociating photogenerated excitons. Exciton dissociation at the interface results in the generation of holes in the QD layer and electrons in the metal-oxide layer. A bias corresponding to a field of ~10 4 V/cm is applied across the electrodes to facilitate carrier collection. The increased electron density increases the metal-oxide film conductivity, which in turn manifests an increase in lateral current through the device. A plot of the spectrally resolved external quantum efficiency is shown in Figure  2 , with high efficiency response matching the spectral response of quantum-dot absorption.
This work builds on previous reports from our laboratory in which an organic/organic photodetector [1] and an organic/QD photodetector [2] were described. The present device can be driven at reduced bias and extends spectral sensitivity into the infrared region. The unique ability to independently tune the optical and electrical characteristics of these structures makes them a valuable platform with which to study the physical processes at QD hetero-interfaces. We have developed and demonstrated a solid-state sensor platform that directly transduces the chemosignal of a fluorescent polymer-chemical interaction into photocurrent. In addition to the direct transduction mechanism, the sensor separates the chemosensing and conduction processes across the two different films, enabling independent optimization of each film to serve a specific function [1] . Conceptually, the device consists of a Type-II bilayer heterojunction deposited on planar electrodes that enables the application of an electric field in-plane with the interface. The bilayer heterojunction is realized by spin-casting a chemosensitive fluorescent polymer on top of a sputtered metal oxide film.
Figure 1 depicts device operation: 1) absorption of illumination creates excitons, 2) excitons diffuse to the interface, 3) band offsets enable efficient exciton dissociation into free carriers, and 4) transport of photogenerated, free carriers in the photoconductive channel. The presence of an analyte will strongly modulate the photoluminescence (PL) efficiency of the chemosensitive fluorescent polymer, which signifies a change in the population of excitons that can radiatively decay [2] . Altering the exciton population changes the carrier concentration at the heterointerface, which results in a change in the measured photocurrent.
Initial testing of bilayer sensors, incorporating various polymers as the EGL and SnO 2 (doped 30% O 2 ) as the CTL, demonstrates an upper sensitivity limit to TNT detection of approximately 10 picograms of material in a few seconds. Figure 2 compares the spectral response of a 100-nm film of SnO 2 to a bilayer device (100 nm SnO 2 /5nm HW polymer) before and after exposure to saturated TNT vapor. The inset shows the real-time change in photoconductivity at the absorption peak of the polymer when TNT vapor is introduced at time t = 0. These results prove the bilayer sensor concept and hold promise for the development of a sensitive, highly specific, portable chemical sensor platform with potential for a wide array of applications. We fabricate a two-terminal, lateral multi-layer photoconductor consisting of three molecular organic thin films with cascading energy bands (see Figure  1 ): the charge transport layer (CTL), N,N'-bis (3-methylphenyl 
' -diamine (NPD); and the exciton-generation layer (EGL), 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic bis-benzimidazole (PTCBI). Placing an interstitial spacer layer between the CTL and the EGL improves the photogenerated current of tri-layer photoconductors over bi-layer, Type-II heterojunction photoconductors.
Light excitation acts as a pseudo-"gate electrode" by generating excitons in PTCBI (EGL). Those excitons diffuse to the PTCBI/NPD interface, where they dissociate, leaving the electron behind in PTCBI, while the hole is initially injected into NPD from where it can transfer to the more energetically favorable states in TPD. Excess holes in the TPD film raise the holecarrier concentration in the TPD film and increase the device conductance by forming a channel of excess carriers at the TPD/NPD interface. The thin film of NPD (CSL), between TPD (CTL) and PTCBI (EGL), spatially separates the dissociated carriers, reducing the likelihood of bimolecular recombination across the TPD/PTCBI interface. Bi-layer heterojunction photoconductors consisting of TPD and PTCBI alone have been shown to improve the external quantum efficiency over single layers of TPD and PTCBI by several orders of magnitude [ 1 ], [2] . Measurement of the current at an optical excitation wavelength of 532 nm from a biased multi-layer, lateral heterojunction device [Au/ TPD(50 ± 0.5) nm/NPD(4 ± 1) nm/PTCBI(50 ± 0.5) nm] displays improvement by a factor of eight over the bi-layer without a CSL (see Figure 2) . A thickness study of the NPD spacer layer experimentally demonstrates the dependence of the photoresponse efficiency on the spatial separation of the dissociated charge. Due to their record high absorption constant and narrow photoluminescence linewidth [1] , thin films of J-aggregated cyanine dyes have been extensively studied with respect to their potential applications in novel opto-electronic devices, such as organic light emitting diodes, optical switches, and lasers. J aggregates' strong absorption is especially interesting for use in light sensing devices like a photoconductor. A J-aggregate film that is only a few nanometers thick, in conjunction with a dielectric mirror, has an ability to absorb almost 100% of incoming light [2] at normal incidence.
We demonstrate in this study an efficient lateral J-aggregate photoconductor. Our device structure is a bi-layer heterojunction consisting of an optically active 5 nm thick TDBC J-aggregate thin film, which serves as the primary exciton generation layer, and a 50 nm layer of zinc indium oxide (ZIO) underneath, which serves as a charge transport layer. The contacts which sit below the ZIO are series of gold interdigitated fingers photolithographically defined on glass. The bi-layer structure physically separates the light absorption and charge transport regions of the device, taking advantage of the J aggregates' unique optical properties and the ZIO's charge transport properties. We observe that the heterojunction significantly increases the efficiency of the device by assisting the dissociation of the excitons, similar to the work reported by J. Ho et al [3] . External quantum efficiency (EQE), defined as the change in number of electrons passing through the bi-layer device per incident photon is shown in Figure 1 . EQE greater than 100 % suggests that the exciton recombination lifetime is greater than the transit time of the electrons passing through the device. The curve follows the absorption curve of ZIO and the J aggregates shown in the inset. Figure 2 shows the time response of the bi-layer device. We demonstrate strong light-matter coupling using a promising new J-aggregate material based on a dibenz[a,j]anthracene macrocycle [1] , Figure 1a , that is robust under high power optical excitation. Strong light-matter coupling leads to polaritonic resonances that are superpositions of the underlying excitonic and photonic states [2] and can exhibit laser-like coherent light emission at remarkably low excitation densities due to polariton condensation [3] . A key hindrance to achieving polariton condensation thus far using cyanine dye J-aggregates has been exciton-exciton annihilation [4] , which quenches excitations from the polaritonic states before they can condense. The J-aggregates of the dibenz[a,j]anthracene-based macrocycle show no signs of exciton-exciton annihilation until optical excitation densities exceeding 20 MW/cm 2 , while in thin films of a typical J-aggregated cyanine dye, TDBC, annihilation appears at 10 kW/cm 2 . Thin films of the macrocycle were prepared by spin-coating a 6 mg/ml solution of the dye in chlorobenzene, yielding layers that were 15 nm thick with an RMS roughness of less than 1 nm. The J-aggregation of the dye in these films was evidenced by the appearance of a narrow absorption line at 465 nm of FWHM = 15 nm, Figure 1b , and the concomitant disappearance of the monomer absorption band as the dye concentration was increased [1] . The films possess an absorption coefficient of 2.1 x 10 5 cm -1 at the J-aggregate absorption peak wavelength of 465 nm, show good photochemical stability, and have photoluminescence quantum yield exceeding 90%. Strong coupling was observed when thin films of the macrocycle were situated in a λ/2n planar optical microcavity consisting of a silver mirror and dielectric Bragg reflector. Devices exhibit polaritonic dispersion with a room temperature Rabi-splitting of 130 meV, Figure 2 . Experiments are underway to demonstrate organic-based polariton condensation. Here we report observation of extremely low-threshold lasing in organic VCSELs when the excitons are coherently coupled non-radiatively to each other. Nonradiative coupling between excitons can enhance the emission cross-section of a gain material and lead to laser action at considerably lower excitation densities [1] . The coupling strength associated with the excitonic interaction is proportional to the number of excited molecules at any given time; hence the effect necessitates creating the exciton population quickly relative to the excited state decay time. This phenomenon is often referred to as superradiance [1] , [2] . In organic semiconductor VCSELs, this effect leads to a 95% reduction in threshold when sub-psec non-resonant excitation is utilized to create the exciton population, instead of a longer nsec duration pump pulse. The VCSELs consist of a thermally evaporated gain layer composed of the laser dye DCM doped (2.5 % v/v) into an Alq 3 host matrix, which is situated between a metal mirror and a dielectric Bragg reflector (DBR). In VCSELs where the gain layer is "λ/2n thick", i.e., 156.7 nm, an extremely low threshold of 4.9 mJ/cm 2 is observed. This marks the first time lasing from organics has been reported in a metal/DBR halfwavelength thick microcavity, despite the rather modest resonator quality factor of Q < 200. Lasing is confirmed by supra-linear input-output power dependence and by spectral and spatial line-narrowing above the threshold. Moreover, when the optical excitation is polarized, the emission above the threshold strongly follows the polarization of the pump light. All prior demonstrations of laser action in solid-state organic VCSEL structures have utilized either gain layers of at least 3 times the thickness [3] or have relied on higher finesse of all dielectric microcavities [4] . The observed laser threshold of 4.9 mJ/cm 2 in the half-wavelength thick microcavity corresponds to excitation of at most 3.2% of the DCM molecules. Alternating current thin-film electroluminescent (AC-TFEL) devices already occupy a segment of the largearea, high-resolution, flat-panel-display market. The AC-TFEL displays, which consist of a phosphor layer, such as manganese doped-zinc sulfide (ZnS:Mn), vertically sandwiched between two insulators that are contacted by electrodes, are robust, possess long lifetimes, and offer high luminance with relatively low power consumption [1] , [2] . While fabrication of AC-TFEL devices has been the subject of considerable study over the past three decades, significant challenges remain. Development of multicolor displays with balanced red, green, and blue (RGB) emission has proven difficult as the most efficient red, green, and blue phosphors comprise different materials systems that require different deposition and annealing steps. Transparent AC-TFEL displays have recently been demonstrated by Sharp, Inc.; however, the processing of the phosphor to achieve transparency is difficult and has not yet been developed for phosphors other than ZnS:Mn [3] .
We present a novel materials system for solution processing of the active phosphor layer in transparent AC-TFEL devices. We use colloidally-synthesized Mndoped nanocrystals interspersed between RF magnetron sputtered ZnS layers to demonstrate electroluminescence (EL) from a solution-deposited active layer in an AC-TFEL device fabricated at room temperature [4] . We adapt the synthesis of Thakar et al. to make stable ZnSe/ZnS:Mn/ZnS nanocrystals with quantum yields of (65±5)% [5] . As Figure 1 shows, these wide band gap host nanocrystals along with sputtered wide band-gap metal oxides (Al 2 O 3 , HfO 2 , and ITO) enable transparent AC TFEL devices without additional processing steps beyond the room-temperature layer-by-layer deposition of each material set. Our devices exhibit electroluminescence from the Mn dopants at frequencies greater than 10 kHz and with voltages as low as 110 V pp (See Figures 1 and 2) [4]. Photovoltaics and sustainability have received a lot of attention lately. We seek a tandem photovoltaic device using silicon as both the substrate and lower cell and GaAsP as the upper cell. The ideal band gaps for this twocell tandem structure with silicon at 1.1eV and GaAsP at 1.75 eV allows access to the highest efficiency possible for a two-cell tandem, 36.5%. The lattice mismatch between GaP and Si is 0.37%; therefore, these two materials constitute a nearly ideal combination for the integration of Si and III-V semiconductor-based technologies. Defect-free heteroepitaxy of GaP on Si has nevertheless been a major challenge.
We are working on two approaches to building a III-V solar cell on top of a silicon solar cell. Both approaches use the same materials systems; however, in the first approach, a purely planar structure is built while in the second approach the geometry of the fabricated structure aids in creating the requisite material quality as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , respectively. Both the planar approach and the patterned approach are viable research paths to bring an optimal tandem cell using a 1.1eV mature silicon cell as part of the tandem. One is a layered wafer-scale approach, whereas the other is a patterned wafer-scale approach. Both promise to produce important scientific information as well as potential paths to economical high-efficiency tandem solar cells. Further, it is quite possible that a combination of the approaches will be most effective, that is, a patterned approach together with grading transition layers. Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) and Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) techniques, which are central to the thin film fabrication approaches, are being currently used. Our ongoing research integrating 1.55-µm III-V ridge waveguide gain elements (i.e., diode lasers and semiconductor optical amplifiers) co-axially aligned with and coupled to silicon oxy-nitride waveguides on silicon substrates has made significant strides in the past year. We are working towards the goal of co-axially coupling III-V laser diodes and semiconductor optical amplifiers with waveguides on Si wafers; to do so, we use techniques consistent with fabricating waveguides on Si-CMOS wafers and integrating the III-V gain elements after all standard front-and back-end Si processing has been completed.
A novel micro-cleaving technique has been used to produce active ridge waveguide platelets on the order of 6 µm thick and 100 µm wide, with precisely controlled lengths (in the current work 300 ± 1.25 µm) and very high-quality end facets. Typical ridge guide platelet lasers have thresholds under 30 mA.
Passive micro-cleaved platelets have been integrated within dielectric recesses etched through the oxy-nitride (SiO x N y ) waveguides on a wafer so that the ridge and SiO x N y waveguides are co-axially aligned. Transmission measurements indicate coupling losses are as low as 5 db with air filling the gaps between the waveguide ends, and measurements made through filled gaps indicate that the coupling losses can be reduced to below 1.5 dB with a high index (n = 2.2) dielectric fill. Simulations indicate that with further optimization of the mode profile in the III-V waveguide, the loss can be reduced to below 1 dB.
We have also performed extensive device design and optimization for co-axial recess integration and have recently completed a comparison of co-axial coupling with the evanescently coupled III-V/Si hybrid integration approach recently introduced by researchers at UCSB and Intel. The latter comparison revealed that the approach we have taken, co-axial end-fire coupling, and the UCSB/Intel approach, vertical evanescent coupling, are complementary, with each optimal for certain applications. At the same time it pointed out a number of distinct advantages for co-axial coupling of recessintegrated platelet lasers including higher operating efficiency, smaller device footprint, greater flexibility in choice of materials, lower cost, higher modularity, and easier integration of different wavelength emitters [1] .
FIGURE 1:
A cartoon illustrating the recess-mounting and co-axial alignment approach to integrating III-V gain elements (edge-emitting in-plane laser diodes, EELs, and semiconductor optical amplifiers, SOAs) with silicon oxy-nitride waveguides on silicon integratedcircuit chips and silicon photonic integrated-circuits platforms. In recent years Professor Boyden's group has developed optogenetic reagents for neuroscience, starting with channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and N. pharaonis halorhodopsin (Halo/NpHR), as well as other novel and useful reagents (Arch, spHalo, and Mac) that enable neural circuits to be activated and silenced with different colors of light [1] . Among other reasons for the importance of these technologies, they make it possible to record spiking activity concurrently with optical neuromodulation, due to the lack of the fast electrical stimulus artifact that results from electrical stimulation. However, multiple groups have observed that metal electrodes of many kinds exhibit a slow artifacts under exposure to bright light while immersed in brain tissue (or saline), with frequencies in the range of Hz to tens of Hz, thus obscuring the recording of local field potentials. This phenomenon is consistent with a classical photoelectrochemical finding, the Becquerel effect, in which illumination of an electrode placed in saline can produce a significant voltage on the electrode. Accordingly, Boyden's group has set out to devise and test strategies for coating metal electrodes to make them insensitive to light when immersed in the brain.
The Fonstad and Boyden groups have also begun a collaboration to use standard photolithographic and micro-fabrication techniques to produce linear arrays of light-proof electrodes for high-density recording of neural spikes and field potentials (in the style of the "Michigan probe"). For both of these strategies, the transparent conductor indium tin oxide (ITO) is being used. In the collaborative effort, dense linear arrays of electrodes have been fabricated from ITO-coated substrates. The electrodes have an impedance (measured in saline, at 1 kHz) of 1 megaohm, with no detectable light artifact. Techniques are now being developed to fashion linear insertable probes with many (e.g., 40) light-proof ITO recording sites while maintaining a thin, tissue-damage-minimizing (e.g., 150 × 150 micron) crosssection.
Such novel probes will allow artifact-free recordings during optical neuro-modulation, enabling the systematic analysis of real-time neural dynamics across multiple time scales, via causal neural control tools. For translational efforts, such devices as described here may be important for assessing the effects of optical neural control on the treatment of intractable brain disorders. [2] .
Fully processed and tested oxide-aperture VCSELs emitting at 850 nm have been fabricated as individual "pills" 55 µm in diameter and 8 µm tall with a disk contact on the n-type backside and a ring contact on the p-type, emitting top-side. With a custom micro-pipette vacuum pick-up tool, these pills are placed on contact pads at the bottom of recesses etched though the dielectric overcoating on a Si-CMOS chip; when all the recesses on the chip are filled, the pills are batch-solder-bonded in place. Back-end processing of the chip then continues with surface planarization, contact via formation, and interconnect metal-deposition and patterning. A completely integrated pill appears in Figure 1 .
The integrated VCSEL characteristics appear in Figure 2 . They have threshold currents of 1 to 2.5 mA and thermal impedances as low as 1.6 °C per mW, both of which are similar to native substrate device thresholds and impedances. Thermal modeling of these devices has also been performed, investigating the impact of integration on VCSEL-device operation. The results show potential thermal impedance improvements for both single and arrayed devices due to integration on silicon. This model also investigates the impact of integration on a dielectric stack, as well as the impact of the current aperture of the VCSEL device.
The technique demonstrated in this work integrates devices as individual pills within the dielectric stack covering a Si IC, allowing for wafer-scale monolithic processing of heterogeneous circuits. The process effectively avoids thermal expansion mismatch limitations, and it is compatible with parallel assembly techniques such as fluidic self-assembly. Figure  2 shows the CW drive and output characteristics of the VCSEL.
FIGURE 2:
The CW drive and output characteristics of an integrated VCSEL driven by an on-chip transistor circuit. The diode current (left axis) and optical output (detector current, right axis) are plotted as a function of the gate-to-source voltage applied to the n-MOS drive transistor. The MOSFET threshold voltage is ~ 1 V, and the VCSEL threshold is ~ 2 mA. [1] J.M. Perkins, and C.G. Thin (6-µm) InP-based multiple-quantum-well (MQW) ridge laser platelets emitting at a wavelength of 1550 nm have been manufactured and integrated by metalto-metal bonding onto silicon substrates. These laser platelets can be thought of as freestanding optoelectronic building blocks that can be integrated as desired on diverse substrates. These blocks are fully processed lasers, with both top-side and bottom-side electrical contacts. The thinness of these optoelectronic building blocks and the precision with which their dimensions are defined are conducive to assembling them in dielectric recesses on a substrate such as silicon as part of an end-fire coupled optoelectronic integration strategy [1] . They are assembled by a micro-scale pick-and-place technique that allows the blocks to be picked up individually and placed as desired on the substrate of choice. Final integration is accomplished using pressurized polymer film to hold the platelets in place as they are metal-to-metal solderbonded to the Si substrate.
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To enable the manufacture of these laser platelets, a novel micro-cleaving process technology has been developed that uses notched bars of lasers as shown in Figure 1 to accurately locate the point of cleavage. This novel microcleaving process is used to simultaneously obtain both smooth end facets and precisely defined cavity lengths. As a proof of concept, this process has been shown to achieve nominal cavity lengths of 300 µm +/-1.25 µm.
We believe that this micro-cleaving process can be used to make thin platelet lasers having much shorter cavity lengths and that with minor adjustments it can be used to achieve better-than-1-µm-length precision.
For the 300-µm-long, 6-µm-thin, micro-cleaved ridge platelet lasers integrated onto silicon substrates, as shown in Figure 2 , continuous-wave lasing at temperatures as high as 55˚C and pulsed lasing at temperatures to at least 80˚C have been achieved. These lasers have output powers as high as 26.8 mW (at T = 10.3˚C), differential efficiencies as high as 81% (at T = 10.3˚C), and threshold currents as low as 18 mA (at T = 10.3˚C). The characteristic temperatures, T 0 and T 1 , of the lasers on silicon were 43 K and 85 K, respectively. The thin micro-cleaved ridge platelet lasers integrated onto silicon outperformed conventionally cleaved multiple-quantumwell (MQW) ridge lasers on their native InP substrate in terms of thermal characteristics, output power, and differential efficiency [2] .
FIGURE 1:
A back-side view of platelet lasers bars after front-side processing has been completed and the wafer has been mounted face-down on a carrier wafer, the substrate removed, and the back-side metal deposited and patterned. The bars will next be released and micro-cleaved to produce individual platelet lasers approximately 150-µm wide and 300-µm long. 2 ) appears to function as designed, although much more work is needed to fully quantify the performance. The test mask contains a variety of guide structures and a series of measurements is underway to quantify the losses in straight sections of various widths, through different radius bends and sections with different degrees of taper and around the 90˚ bends. Work on the fabrication of visible-emitting platelet laser diodes to be integrated with the guides will also begin soon.
A schematic drawing of the head and needle ends of a light-guide probe with nine laser inputs (an actual probe will have many more inputs and outputs). The output of the waveguide can be seen more clearly in Figure 2 ; note that the drawing in Figure 2 is not to scale and an actual probe will be much longer. The terahertz frequency range (1-10 THz) has long remained undeveloped, mainly due to the lack of compact, coherent radiation sources. Transitions between subbands in semiconductor quantum wells were suggested as a method to generate long wavelength radiation at customizable frequencies. However, because of difficulties in achieving population inversion between narrowly separated subbands and mode confinement at long wavelengths, THz lasers based on intersubband transitions were developed only very recently. Taking a completely novel approach, we have developed THz quantum-cascade lasers based on resonant-phononassisted depopulation and using metal-metal waveguides for mode confinement. The schematics of both features are illustrated in the top-left figure. Based on the combination of these two unique features, we have developed many THz QCLs with record performance, including a maximum pulsed-operating-temperature at 164 K (top right), a maximum cw-operating-temperature at 117 K (bottom right), and the longest wavelength (~141 µm) QCL to date without the assistance of magnetic fields (bottom left). A thermo-photovoltaic (TPV) cell is a narrow-band-gap semiconductor device that can absorb long wavelength photons from a hot object and convert them into electric power. The working temperature range of the hot object is 1500K to above 2000K. We have proposed the use of epitaxially grown Ge-on-Si TPV cells. The Ge has a narrow band gap (0.66eV indirect gap, 0.80ev direct gap), high hole-mobility, and CMOS process compatibility. By using hetero-epitaxial Ge on Si, we will achieve additional advantages for TPV applications in terms of cost and efficiency. This system is cost-effective because the size of the Ge epitaxial layer is determined by the Si substrate. Meanwhile, epitaxial Ge on Si is tensile-strained because of the different thermal expansion coefficients of Si and Ge. This strain effectively shrinks the band gap, which allows the collection of longer wavelengths of radiation from a hot surface.
The optimal thickness for the Ge absorption layer in a TPV cell is between 2 to 3µm for heat sources at T=2000K. The appropriate oxide thickness for selective Ge growth should be above 1.5µm. The sidewall roughness and slope will influence the Ge quality and leakage current. Two etch processes can be used to form the oxide windows: dry plasma etch and wet buffered oxide etch (BOE). A plasma oxide etch delivers the required straight sidewalls for Ge growth. During use of a plasma oxide etch for oxide thicker than 500nm, a polymer by-product of the etch process will accumulate at the bottom of the oxide window. This polymer cannot be removed easily, therefore resulting in defective Ge growth. If a BOE etch is used, the sidewalls of the window will be sloped, preventing a complete fill of Ge during epitaxial growth. Therefore we combined a 500-nm dry etch with a short BOE etch. The BOE etch can remove the polymer that was formed during the dry-etch process. We limited the dry-etch process to 500nm and used several etch cycles to etch 1.8µm oxide. This way we were able to arrive at a clean Si surface for good Ge growth and straight sidewalls. Figure 1 shows an SEM image of the etched oxide mesa. The image shows smooth sidewalls and a clean Si surface. Figure 2 shows a thin Ge film grown inside the mesa. Ge clearly grows along the oxide sidewall. Chalcogenide glasses, namely the amorphous compounds of sulfur, selenium and/or tellurium, have emerged as a promising material candidate for nonlinear optics in recent years due to their high Kerr nonlinearity and low two-photon absorption (TPA), giving rise to a superior nonlinear figure of merit (FOM) compared to conventional semiconductor materials such as silicon.
Here nonlinear absorption, infrared photosensitivity, and thermal stability characteristics of the glass material are tested in a cavity-enhanced setting. The chalcogenide glass resonators are patterned by lift-off entirely using a 500-nm CMOS line [1] , [2] . In the nonlinear optical measurements, TM polarization light from a tunable laser is first amplified using an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and then end-coupled into the buswaveguide through a silica optical fiber. Figure 1 plots the TM transmission spectra near a resonant peak of a 30-µm radius micro-disk at different input power levels. Corresponding nonlinear absorption in the optical resonator can be calculated using the generalized coupling matrix method based on the resonant peak extinction ratio change. The absorption value does not exhibit measurable increase within the accuracy of our testing setup, suggesting a TPA coefficient α 2 < 1.5 × 10 -13 m/W, almost two orders of magnitude smaller than that of silicon. Further, the resonant peak shape is significantly altered at input power levels higher than 17 dBm, a combined consequence of the index-trimming effect and thermo-optic instability. To further investigate the index-trimming effect due to 1550-nm light illumination, we perform pump-probe measurements to evaluate the refractive index change in As 2 S 3 under non-resonant and resonant pumping conditions,. The resonant peak shift is negligible when the pump beam is not aligned with the resonant wavelength. However, significant resonant wavelength red shift is observed as the pump beam with an input power > 14 dBm is tuned to the resonant wavelength, which unequivocally confirms the cavity-enhancement due to infrared photosensitivity.
To summarize, we have performed systematic cavityenhanced optical characterizations of As 2 S 3 chalcogenide glass films using planar micro-disk resonators. No TPA is observed in the nonlinear measurements and the TPA coefficient is calculated to be < 1.5 × 10 -13 m/W. We also characterize refractive index-trimming induced by resonant illumination of light at 1550 nm. A powerdensity threshold of < 0.1 GW/cm 2 is measured in the unannealed As 2 S 3 films. At high input power (~ 10 mW coupled power in the bus waveguide), the thermo-optic effect and the cavity-enhanced photosensitivity lead to resonant peak shape distortion and cavity instability. The fabrication of germanium photodetectors at microprocessor interconnect levels could enable dense CMOS electronic-photonic integration, in which electronic components exist at the substrate level and photonic devices exist at higher levels. This degree of integration would help continue Moore's Law even further into the future. However, such a task faces daunting complexities. For one, the lack of a singlecrystal Si substrate removes the possibility of traditional Ge-on-Si epitaxial growth. Additionally, as fabrication moves to higher chip levels, the thermal budget decreases, and devices at these higher levels must be processed at temperatures lower than those of substratelevel device processing. This constrains, for example, the amount of electronic defect annealing that may be performed on such devices.
This work investigates the fabrication of interconnectlevel CMOS-compatible polycrystalline Ge (poly-Ge) photodetectors by ultra-high vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD), with the goal of fabricating functioning devices using processing steps that do not exceed 450° C. Previous researchers have grown poly-Ge photodetectors at such temperatures [1] , but these devices showed poor responsivities compared with epitaxial devices and were not suitable for production-grade microprocessors. To improve the poly-Ge performance, a major concentration of this work is on the control of both the grain sizes and textures of the poly-Ge, as largegrained devices with consistent textures should yield the least grain boundary (bulk) leakage current and the most reproducible characteristics.
We have successfully grown poly-Ge selectively on Si in submicron features using UHVCVD at temperatures less than 450° C. Figure 1 shows the process steps and temperatures used for each step. Figure 2 shows a crosssectional image of a trench filled with poly-Ge on a-Si. The poly-Ge exhibits near-planar surface morphology (roughness ~20 nm) and completely fills the Si features, a feat that has eluded researchers of epitaxially-grown Ge. Current work focuses on methods to increase the grain sizes and control the properties of the grain boundaries.
The selective poly-Ge deposition process (not to scale). The initial thermal oxide growth is merely to provide an amorphous substrate for the a-Si and is thus not considered part of the novel process.
FIGURE 2:
Cross-sectional SEM image of poly-Ge selectively grown on a-Si in an oxide trench.
Recently, there has been a surge in research on Si-based light-emitters for Si optoelectronic applications owing to the potential for monolithically integrating optical components with electronic devices on Si. Electronicphotonic integration on Si meets the needs for highbandwidth and low-power-density on-chip interconnects. Germanium as the active material is a promising candidate for monolithically integrated Si-based light emitters because of its high compatibility with siliconcomplementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processes and its 1550-nm (0.8 eV) light emission from direct band-to-band transition. To increase the injected electron population in the Γ valley so as to increase the overall light-emission efficiency, in-plane tensile stress is introduced into epitaxial (100) Ge thin films on Si.
The thermally induced tensile strain shrinks the direct band gap relative to the indirect band gap, resulting in more injected electrons in the direct Γ valley following Fermi statistics. To verify this idea, we have fabricated tensile strained Ge/Si p-i-n diodes to investigate the direct gap electroluminescence (EL) of Ge. The cross-section of the p-i-n heterojunction diode is schematically shown in Figure 1(a) . A hot-wall ultra-high vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD) reactor was used to selectively grow epitaxial Ge. The I-V characteristic shown in Figure  1 (c) is measured from a 20-µm-by-100-µm rectangleshaped diode and exhibits a good rectifying behavior. We observed the onset of EL from the 20-µm-by -00-µm diode at a forward bias of 0.5 V, corresponding to an injection current of 1.3 mA. Figure 2(a) shows the EL spectrum at room temperature from the diode at 50 mA forward electrical current.
The spectrum is consistent with the room-temperature PL measured from a 0.2% tensile-strained epitaxial Ge film. The multiple sharp peaks in the EL spectrum are reproducible and not due to noise. The linear relationship between the energy positions of these peaks and the peak number shown in the Figure 2 Numerous medical and military applications require high-performance mid-IR semiconductor laser sources. Quantum cascade lasers, which do not utilize material properties but rather utilize intraband energy level engineering, are used as sources in the mid-IR spectrum (l=4~9µm). In the shorter mid-IR spectrum (l=2~4µm), optical sources use interband transitions. In this region of the spectrum, the energy-gap separation and band alignment determine the emission wavelength of laser diodes.
GaSb-based, type I lasers have been successfully used at wavelengths up to 2.6µm with high power, high characteristic temperature, and low threshold current density. The rest of the shorter mid-IR spectra rely on lasers employing a type II "W" active region, which limits the laser's performance due to the lack of spatial overlap of the carrier wave functions in the conduction and valence bands. The use of a small amount of incorporated nitrogen within the active region of GaSbbased, type I lasers has the potential to increase the emission wavelength to over 2.6 µm while preserving the use of interband transitions. Shallow nitrogen defect states interact with the conduction band edge and causes splitting of the energy levels, which narrows the band gap to allow the emission spectrum to shift to longer wavelengths.
Currently we have designed a nitrogen-free GaSbbased laser structure, which emits at 2.6 µm (Figure 1 ). Various nitrogen-free test structures have been grown by MBE. Future work will focus on the growth of III-(SbN) epitaxial thin films followed by material and optical characterization. High resolution x-ray diffraction, Auger electron spectroscopy, and photoluminescence will be used to characterize the epilayers. The long-term goal is to fabricate a mid-IR diode laser that emits between 2.6 µm and 3 µm. Optical signal modulation is a cornerstone of communication systems, allowing the transfer of information by electrically encoding the data onto an optical carrier. By transforming an incoming pulsed optical source into an optical frequency comb using arrayed waveguide gratings and employing both phase and amplitude modulation using Mach Zehnder interferometers, an arbitrary optical waveform is constructed following the recombination of the frequency comb.
Electro-optic modulation of frequency combs that are centered at a wavelength of 800nm requires the use of GaAs-based materials that are transparent to light of that wavelength. A structure (shown schematically in Figure 1 ) is composed of alternating high-and low-index AlGaAs materials, low-index AlGaAs cladding layers, and oxidizable AlAs layers. The structure has been grown by molecular beam epitaxy and has been processed into Mach Zehnder interferometers that consist of 2-µm-wide waveguides and active modulators. To create the largest mode possible and to minimize the coupling loss, the index contrast between the waveguiding layers and the cladding layers is minimized through the use of a dilute waveguide structure in which thin layers of high-index material are embedded in a low-index material. The resulting layered structure has an effective index slightly higher than the low-index material and is determined by the layer thicknesses as well as the refractive index of the two materials that comprise the dilute waveguide. The oxidized AlAs layers strongly confine the optical mode to the middle of the structure and are expected to allow the device to withstand higher operating voltages without concern about breakdown or carrier loss.
Fabrication of the electro-optic modulator employs self-aligned photolithography and etching processes to ensure successful optical transfer between the passive and active waveguide regions, which are defined in separate steps. The work includes an exploration of the use of bicyclobutane as a planarizing agent and etching techniques on a SAMCO ICP-RIE system. Optical testing of some of the initial modulators are underway. As an alternative to free-space MEM optical switches, a set of planar MEM optical switches were designed to reconfigure light paths on the micro-to submicro-second timescales within a smaller device footprint and at a lower anticipated manufacturing (packaging) cost. Moreover, these optical switches were specifically designed to be compatible with a variety of microphotonic substrate platforms, enabling them to be monolithically integrated alongside a diverse suite of optical devices.
Two well-established technologies were used in the design of these substrate platform-independent optical switches: high-index contrast planar optics and microelectromechanical (MEM) actuation. All of the MEM optical switches were based on evanescent-coupled structures that were modulated mechanically. A flexible fabrication process sequence was devised in order for the MEM optical switches to be digitally actuated without requiring complex and expensive feedback circuitry. Moreover, the MEM optical switches were designed with mechanical latches that effectively made the MEM optical switches bistable--not requiring a constant external power supply to maintain a switch state. Figure 1 shows an optical switch that uses adiabatic directional coupling to transfer the optical signal from one waveguide to the other, tethers along with gap closers to push the waveguides together to allow the waveguides to interact, and latches along with gap closers to hold the optical switch in the desired optical state.
Unlike free-space MEM optical switches, each of the MEM optical switches is able to perform polarizationindependent broadband switching, coarse-wavelengthdivision multiplexing, polarization-splitting, or a combination thereof. Quantum-dot (QD) heterostructure lasers are a type of semiconductor laser that utilize quantum dots as their active medium within the light-emitting region. Quantum dots are semiconductor nanocrystals of narrow band-gap material that are embedded in a wider bandgap material. The use of molecular beam epitaxy for the growth of highly lattice-mismatched III-V semiconductor materials has made the self-assembly of these structures possible. Due to the strong three-dimensional carrier confinement, devices that employ quantum dots have unique capabilities that are otherwise practically unachievable with bulk semi-conductors or even twodimensional-confined quantum wells.
One of the significant benefits of exploiting quantum effects in QD semiconductor lasers is the decrease of the laser's threshold current density, which is a direct result of the reduction in the translational degrees of freedom of charge-carriers (electrons and holes). This reduction in translational degrees of freedom leads to an increase in the density of states of charge-carriers near the band edges. Another important benefit is that the threshold current density in QD lasers is unaffected by temperatures up to about 300K since the charge-carriers can only be thermally excited to a very limited number of the well-spaced energy levels.
The goal of this work is to design, fabricate, and characterize semiconductor lasers with quantum dots within their active region on both n-GaAs substrates and n-InP substrates. The use of a separate confinement heterostructure will allow for electrical and vertical optical confinement while horizontal optical confinement will be achieved by means of ridge waveguides. The frontend fabrication processes include photolithography to define the etch masks, a reactive ion and a wet etch of the arsenide-based or phosphide-based material to create the waveguide ridges, a planarization step, and then finally ohmic contact patterning. The back-end processes include lapping, metal evaporation, and cleaving. Characterization of GaAs-based quantum dot layers is underway while the etching of the phosphide layers within the InP-based quantum dot lasers is being optimized on the SAMCO inductively-coupled-plasma reactive ion etcher. Photonic crystals (PhCs) are engineered structures that modify the propagation of light through the material. Two-dimensional photonic crystals are used in super collimators and in thermo-photo-voltaic systems.
Super-collimation (SC) is the propagation of light without diffraction using the properties of the photonic crystal. As opposed to reducing the distribution of the beam's constituent eigenmodes to be sufficiently narrow in k-space (or equivalently approaching a infinitely wide plane wave) to achieve nearly divergent-less propagation, a super-collimator allows for nearly divergent-less propagation for beam widths only a few times the lattice constant of the PhC. Successful fabrication and measurement of SC have been achieved for planar PhCs that are composed of silicon rods surrounded by air and for PhCs that are composed of air holes that are etched into silicon. The super-collimating PhC is fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer (Figure 1 ). The low-index SiO 2 layer is used to minimize radiation loss into the high-index silicon substrate. The rods are defined using interference lithography and pattern transfer is achieved with reactive ion etching. Figure 2 shows a plan view IR image of a rod-based photonic crystal super-collimator as a function of wavelength. Super collimation is observed at a wavelength of 1550nm.
Thermo-photo-voltaic (TPV) systems convert heat into electricity. A basic thermo-photo-voltaic system consists of a thermal emitter and a photovoltaic (PV) diode. These systems have been of scientific interest for over 50 years; however, most interesting TPV developments have occurred in the last 15 years, with the development of the semiconductor industry. The TPV conversion systems have the advantages of no moving parts, long lifetime, quiet operation, low exhaust emissions, and low maintenance. However, their low efficiency has been their main disadvantage. In order to achieve higher TPV efficiencies, it is necessary to better match the emitted spectrum to the sensitivity spectrum of the PV diode. In this work, spectral control is done via selective emission by using periodic structures, i.e., a PhC. In this project, the design, fabrication, and demonstration of optimized efficient TPV systems using tungsten-based photonic crystals for spectrum modification are being investigated [1] . Today, long-distance internet traffic is transmitted optically -"3R"-regenerated (reamplified, reshaped, retimed) -and routed by optical repeaters. However, the transmitted information is processed in the electronics domain; hence expensive optical-to-electronic-to-optical (OEO) conversions are required. This OEO bottleneck can be alleviated by all-optical processing, which has the potential to increase data bit rates to over 100Gb/s [1] . Nonlinear semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are good candidates for all-optical logic. Among other functions, add-drop-multiplexing, "3R"-regeneration, wavelength conversion, and packet header processing have been demonstrated with SOA-based interferometers [2] , [3] .
Two generations of integrated all-optical logic chips operating at a wavelength of 1550nm [4] [5] [6] have been modeled, designed, fabricated, and tested. Indium phosphide-based SOAs are vertically integrated with passive waveguides using the asymmetric twin waveguide technique [7] . The SOAs are placed in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration as depicted in Figure 1 . A passive waveguide loss of 0.89 cm -1 has been measured, and MMI operation has been verified using an IR camera. The diode characteristics of the SOAs indicate a contact resistance on the order of 10 -4 Ω cm 2 needs to be improved upon. Optical gain as high as 27dB has been measured. Future work also includes utilizing quantum well and quantum dot active materials to increase optical data bit rates. .Photoacoustic spectroscopy [1] is an optical absorption spectroscopy whereby the absorbed optical power is detected indirectly by sensing the thermal excitation and expansion of the sample using microphones or other mechanical displacement sensors. For trace-gassensing, specificity is achieved by tuning the optical excitation source to the narrow band absorption lines of the gas of interest. The accessibility of photoacoustic spectroscopy has improved due to the availability of inexpensive tunable diode-laser sources developed for telecommunications applications and continued innovation in semiconductor active materials [2] , [3] is opening new spectral windows for detecting a wider variety of gasses. Photoacoustic detection of optical absorption has favorable scaling properties for miniaturization [4] and miniature photoacoustic cells have been investigated [5] along with compact resonant quartz tuning fork detectors [6] . We are working to develop a compact and robust photoacoustic spectroscopy system with the aim of performing gas analysis in harsh environments. Initial experiments have focused on evaluating photoacoustic sensor architectures and laser diode characterization. In the past decade, silicon has moved from a workbench for low-index contrast photonics to a strong-confinement (SC) photonics workhorse. The SC silicon-core waveguides have been shown to maintain low-loss while enabling micron-scale photonic structures [1] and suitability for next-generation telecom components [2] . The possibility of inter-and intrachip photonic interconnect integrated with traditional CMOS electronics has opened silicon-core SC photonics to the VLSI community. Photonic components required for integration include SC waveguides, resonant add-drop filters for wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), energy-efficient modulators, and integrated photodiodes.
Traditional silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides that use the active electronic silicon layer of SOI wafers as the waveguide core require a thick buried-oxide layer (2 to 3 µm) to enable low optical-substrate leakage loss. The photonic chip presented here, shown in Figure 1 , is produced within an existing commercial bulk CMOS flow, adding zero in-house production changes. In bulk CMOS processes, unlike SOI CMOS, there is no singlecrystal silicon layer. There is, however, a polysilicon layer in the process front end that is used to form the transistor gates over a thin oxide as well as local interconnects and resistors over a thicker oxide, referred to as shallow trench isolation (STI). This poly-Si layer must first be deposited undoped since opposite polarity implant steps are used to form the n-channel and p-channel transistor gates. Additionally, the need to create accurate resistors requires a way to block the standard silicidation step of the polysilicon. These two facts allow for the processing masks to be designed to create an undoped, unsilicided polysilicon layer for SC waveguide fabrication.
Using this platform, we designed the first bulk photonic chip in a commercial process on a 4-mm2 die. Primary goals for this chip are to demonstrate integrability, characterize waveguide loss, and evaluate photonic device performance. Preliminary device demonstrations include ring resonator filter banks, shown in Figure 2 . Interference Lithography (IL) can make a 4-fold symmetric pattern but conventional IL cannot easily overlay two 4-fold symmetric patterns. Generating the second 4-fold pattern of posts and overlaying it onto the patterned (pre-released) membrane is necessary to create the structure shown in Figure 1 . However, generation of a second periodic pattern using conventional IL tools is problematic because of variations in the pitch, duty-cycle and symmetry. These considerations require another approach; we call it Coherent-diffraction Lithography (CDL) [2] . Figure 2 shows the Coherent-diffraction Lithography tool and schematic. CDL incorporates Interferometric Spatial-phase Imaging (ISPI) for multilayer alignment and uses the Talbot effect to replicate the periodic pattern on a mask. ISPI [1] allows precise 6-axis closed-loop positioning between the mask and substrate by imaging back-diffracted and reflected light to determine the relative position between the mask and substrate. Combined, the Talbot effect and ISPI is ideal for photonic-crystal lithography.
FIGURE 1: Two-dimensional square geometry photonic crystal membrane design consisting of two feature layers. The bottom layer is a layer of holes 145nm thick and the top layer of posts is 585nm thick. The periodicity in the x and y directions is 660nm for both layers. Any given post is between two holes. This structure is designed to reflect in-plane 1.55μm light regardless of polarization. Achieving accurate resonant-frequency spacing of microring-filters is critical for integrated-photonic systems. In the NanoStructures Laboratory we have developed a technique using scanning-electron-beam lithography (SEBL) that is capable of accurately controlling the resonant frequency spacing in microringresonator filter banks. The resonant wavelength of a microring-resonator filter is dependant on the ring radius and effective index of refraction of the ring waveguide. The effective index is controlled lithographically by controlling the width of the ring waveguide. Although it is simple to change the width and the radius of the ring in the SEBL layout, this is limited to discrete jumps corresponding to the step size of the SEBL address grid. To achieve 1 GHz control of the resonant frequency the SEBL systems needs a step size of <30 pm. In our process this limitation of discrete step size is overcome by modulating the electron-beam dose to precisely control the average ring waveguide width [1] . However, stochastic variations during processing typically limit dimensional precision, resulting in small frequency errors (~20 GHz), resulting in the need for postfabrication trimming. Methods for dynamic and static trimming are being developed.
In our experiment second-order microring-resonator filters, fabricated in silicon-rich silicon nitride and overclad with HSQ, were used in microring filter banks ( Fig. 1(a), (b) ). Using dose modulation, twenty-channel dual-filter banks with a target channel spacing of 80 GHz were fabricated and tested, demonstrating control of changes in the average ring-waveguide width of 0.10 nm, despite the 6 nm SEBL step size ( Fig. 1(c) ).
Variations between filter responses were due to slight frequency mismatches between rings of the same filter, we demonstrated that this can be corrected by trimming with integrated microheaters. Current efforts focus on improving filter bank performance, by using lower loss Si-core microrings and electron-beam curing the HSQ overcladding to statically trim frequency errors. Efforts elsewhere to integrate photonics with CMOS electronics require customization of the fabrication process to provide low-loss photonic components [1] . This compromises electronic performance, throughput, and cost. Customizations included thick low-index cladding layers, silicon-on-insulator material and electron-beam lithography. While tolerable for some applications, such customization is considered unacceptable for microprocessors and DRAM, circuits that would benefit the most from optical intrachip communication. To integrate photonics with circuits produced in high volume, one must be able to work within the constraints of commercial bulk CMOS process flows by utilizing industry-standard material layers, thicknesses, processing steps and tools. The CMOS process flow allows waveguides to be fabricated out of the polysilicon layer used for transistor gates and poly-resistors deposited above the shallow-trench isolation (STI) layer. However, such waveguides have a propagation loss of ~1000 dB/ cm since the STI layer (<400 nm) is not thick enough to prevent the guided optical mode from "leaking" into the high-index Si substrate.
To overcome this problem, we have developed a postprocessing technique using XeF 2 to locally remove the silicon underneath the STI layer (Fig. 1) . The creation of air tunnels under the polysilicon waveguides eliminates propagation loss due to leakage into the substrate, with minimal impact on electrical, thermal, and mechanical performance of the electronics. XeF 2 gas is used because it etches Si isotropically, undercuts large areas without stiction problems, and has a high silicon-to-oxide etchrate selectivity (>1000:1).
We have used this method to fabricate waveguides in polysilicon-on-oxide films, where the oxide undercladding was 50 nm (Fig. 2) . Propagation loss was measured to be ~10 dB/cm at 1550 nm [2] . This process can be viable for CMOS chips, using CF 4 based reactiveion etching to open vias through the backend dielectric, exposing the substrate. XeF 2 is then used to locally remove the substrate, undercutting proximate photonic structures. The diffraction of light within periodic structures (so called "photonic crystals") offers a wide variety of opportunities for controlling and manipulating light. Most research to date has focused on 2-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals, because highly developed planarfabrication techniques are directly applicable. However, the full potential of photonic crystals in futuristic sensing, communication and computation systems is best achieved with 3-dimensional (3D) structures. The problem is that new methods of 3D fabrication need to be developed to achieve desired complex structures over large areas with low cost and high yield
Interference lithography can produce periodic 3D structures in photosensitive polymers, but the introduction of deviations from perfect periodicity (i.e., waveguides and structures that constitute "devices" within the periodic matrix, so-called "defects") is highly problematic. Moreover, it's not clear that backfilling 3D polymeric structures is applicable to a suitable range of materials. Layer-by-layer methods using scanningelectron-beam lithography enable the controlled introduction of defects, but to date fabrication is tedious, slow, low yield, and covers impractically small areas (e.g., <0.1mm on edge).
We describe a novel approach in which the 3D structure is fabricated by assembling membranes that are patterned in advance using conventional planar methods ( Figure  1a ). This approach minimizes the yield problem because membranes can be inspected and selected before assembly, and the desired waveguides and devices, can be introduced at any level. When brought into contact, membranes that are free of particles will directly bond at room temperature via van der Waals interatomic forces. Figure 2 shows the concept of membrane stacking. We have developed a novel stacking apparatus in a cleanroom environment to study bonding mechanisms (Figure1b In scanning-electron-beam lithography (SEBL), distortion in the electron-beam deflection field (i.e., intrafield distortion) leads to systematic pattern-placement errors. These are particularly detrimental to photonic devices, which depend on coherent interference. Intrafielddistortion arises from imperfections in the electron optics, and errors in the digital-to-analog conversion and fieldcalibration electronics. The intrafield-distortion of our Raith 150 SEBL system was measured by comparing a written grid to a precision reference grid, generated by interference lithography. Figure 1 (a) and 1(b) illustrate maps of the Raith's intrafield-distortion for a 100m field in x and y direction, respectively.
Optical microring-resonator filters in high-index-contrast materials, such as Si or Si3N4, require 1-nm-level pattern placement precision. In fabricating such devices with SEBL, intrafield-distortion is manifested in the deviation of resonant frequency from design values. Based on the distortion maps, we corrected the intrafield-distortion in second-order microring-resonator filters by predistorting the beam positions in the layout. Figure  2 (a) and 2(b) show the statistical results of resonantfrequency mismatch without and with intrafield-distortion correction, respectively. By applying distortion correction, the average resonant-frequency mismatch is reduced from -8.6GHz to 0.28GHz. Absorbance Modulation Imaging (AMI) is an approach to overcome the optical diffraction limit in the far-field in able to achieve macro-molecular resolution with photons.
AMI relies on an absorbance-modulation layer (AML), composed of photochromic molecules. Illumination at one wavelength, l 2 , renders the AML opaque, while illumination at a shorter wavelength, l 1 , renders it transparent. When illuminated with a ring-shaped spot at l 2 co-incident with a focused spot at l 1 , the dynamic competition results in a nanoscale aperture, through which l 1 can penetrate to the substrate beneath, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The size of the aperture is limited only by the photo-kinetic parameters of the AML and the intensity ratio of the two illuminating wavelengths, not the absolute intensities [1] . By scanning this dynamic nanoscale aperture over the sample, resolution beyond the far-field diffraction limit is achieved. A related technique was demonstrated in stimulated-emissiondepletion (STED) fluorescence microscopy [2] , but AMI can operate at much lower illumination intensity and does not require fluorescent markers.
In an AMI microscope, collimated beams at l 1 and l 2 illuminate the dichromat, a binary phase element that creates a ring-shaped spot at l 2 and a round spot at l 1 . Dichromats are composed of concentric circular zones whose radii and phase shift are selected based on a nonlinear-optimization algorithm [3] The dichromats can readily be fabricated using electron beam lithography in dielectric materials, such as poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA) or hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), enabling the fabrication of large arrays of dichromats with high optical uniformity [4] . The point-spread functions (PSF) of the dichromats were verified through photoresist exposures, and PSF compression via absorbance modulation was demonstrated in lithography with NA=0.55 dichromats. As indicated in Figure 2 , l 1 illumination is focused more tightly as the intensity at l 2 is increased relative to that at l 1 . The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the l 1 PSF decreased from 300 nm to 250 nm when the ratio of the intensity at l 2 to that at l 1 is 20, illustrating the tighter focusing enabled by absorbance modulation [5] .
